
Second Live EC Meeting
2-4th August 2021, Novi Banovci, Serbia

Present: Salih, Giorgi, Selma, Nijat, Masha, Nikoleta, Kateryna, Elena, Ivana, and LiudmilaonlineModeration: GiorgiMinutes: Ivana

1. Personal updates, expectations from the meeting
EC and Office start the meeting with sharing personal updates and expectation from themeeting. Agenda is presented and final adjustments to it are made.

2. Evaluation of latest activities
In July, CDN has organised first live events since the beginning of the pandemic: RUMBRegional Meeting in Chisinau, Moldova and Seminar Cities for all - HOW? in Novi Sad, Serbia.EC members that was present at these events in the roles of prep team members andparticipants evaluate the activities and sum up main learning points expressed by prep teamsand participants as well as their own observations.
Both events seems to have succeeded to achieve set aims an objectives. Moreover, theadditional value of these activities was that they provided the chance for CDN MOs and Greenactivists from EE to meet face to face after more than a year and boost everyone’s motivation.
RUMB RM contributed fairly to refreshing regional solidarity and cooperation perspectives. Afterthe event, present members of the Office and EC used the chance to meet with representativesof Gutta Club that hosted the activity.
Cities for all - HOW? was evaluated as one of the best activities of CDN in recent years. Ithosted some high quality discussions, several participants expressed their will to join CDNWGs.

3. Upcoming activities
3.1. Co-treasurers training
Network Coordinator and co-treasurers inform the rest of the EC that Co-treasurers training willtake place online in one of the upcoming weekends in August. The decision to do the trainingonline was made since there is no possibility to bring both Co-treasurers to Serbia



3.2. Cross-regional meeting for activists coming from restrictive politicalenvironments
First CDN Cross-regional Meeting is taking place 16-20th September in Istanbul, hosted byYGoT. Nikoleta, Network Coordinator updates EC on the logistical preparations andcommunication with the Local PT. EC discusses potential participants from Russia to approach,since the event is closed and there will be no open call.
3.3. Cross-regional meeting for youth wings of Green political parties
Network Coordinator updates the EC that as MODOM has not replied to the invitation to hostthe second Cross-regional Meeting, the opportunity was given to AYG, as previously agreed .AYG accepted the invitation and the set dates are 14-18th October in Tirana. Apart from CDNMOs that are youth wings of Green political parties, EC decides to invite Youth Forum URA fromMontenegro to nominate two of their members to attend the event.
3.4. Next live EC meeting
According to the Activity Plan, the third live EC meeting was planned to take place in Septemberin Georgia attached to the Congress of Georgian Greens. However, minding that CDN hasactivity in September in Istanbul, the EC has decided to organise the live EC meeting in Turkey,after the event, to lower the costs. If possible, Nikoleta and Nijat could attend the Congress ofGeorgian Greens.
3.5. Study Session
As call for the PT for the upcoming Study Session that CDN is organising together with FYEG isover, EC discusses applications. Decision is to have Mariam Khizanashvili, former EC memberof CDN, as part of the PT. The other member of PT will be selected by the FYEG EC.

4. Brainstorming on activities and projects for 2022
Masha, Project Coordinator, presents to the EC current funders of CDN and what kind ofactivities they support as well as possibilities for applying for E+ grants.
EC elaborates on their previously proposed topics for 2022 activities and discusses priorities,having in mind political developments in Eastern Europe and MOs’ input and needs. Decision isto apply to EYF for a Study Session on climate change in cites, cities economics and degrowth.Selma, Nijat and Masha will be working on developing the project application. EC also maps theneed to discuss the democracy and rise of nationalism in EE and decides to develop the topicfurther and tackle it in the form of political conference attached to the GA.

5. MOs updates
EC gives updates on MOs and POs. Discussion is focused on less active MOs and how to helpthem reactivate.



6. WGs updates
EC gives updates on WGs. The proposal is given to meet with WG coordinators and discuss theprovisions for long-term sustainability of WGs and what is the potential support needed fromEC/Office.
7. Funders and partners updates
Nikoleta updates EC on communication with funders and partners.Mid-term report for Green Forum is due to 15th of August and Nikoleta will be working onwrapping it up after the EC meeting. EC discusses upcoming EGP Council and CDN presencethere.
8. Secretariat
Since May, CDN has new Office Assistant, Ivana Vojnov. Following the end of the probationperiod stated in the contract, EC and Office together with Ivana evaluate first 3 months of herwork.
9. Social media and website
Katya presents to the rest of the EC proposals for adjusting CDN website and making it moreuser friendly. EC discusses other possible changes and gives mandate to Katya to makechanges with the support of Office. EC also makes decision to delete personal/sensitiveinformation of previous EC candidates as at the moment they can be found on CDN website.
Social media and communication strategy team decides to pass the further responsibilities toLucy and Katya as the rest of the EC has more tasks at the moment.
10. Reflection on EC’s personal plans for the mandate
EC members reflect on the individual plans they set for their mandate during the first live ECmeeting.
11. Evaluation of the meeting
EC and Office evaluate the meeting, reflecting on their feelings, motivation and expectationsstated at the beginning.


